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‘Even on My Menservants and Maidservants I will pour out My Spirit in those Days, and they will
Prophesy. I will show Wonders in the Heavens Above and Signs on the Earth Below, Blood and
Fire and Billows of Smoke. The Sun will be turned to Darkness, and the Moon to Blood, before
the coming of the Great and Glorious Day of the LORD.’ -Acts 2:18-20

The purpose of this study is to comment on a presentation of a recorded Prophetic
Update given at the Edge Water Church. It was during their September 1, 2021 Service
that was posted thereafter to their YouTube Channel. The Presenter went over some
key ‘Signs’ that one would agree where just that. At this point in time, it is a good idea to
Recap or Reiterate some of the amazing Signs that have occurred in the Heavens
above and in the Earth below. It is more-or-less when a Teacher in a course is about to
give a Final Exam and just before that time, a ‘Recap’ or Review is given or should be.
The Presenter did just that, but in this study, the details will be expanded to offer more
specifics and see just how profound some of these key Signs were and still are. The
emphasis will be given to the ‘Name of GOD’ that appeared on the Eastern Wall of the
Old City of Jerusalem, next to the Golden Gate. The Presenter knew what he is talking
about. The following will be some observation that one thinks the Holy Spirit is wanting
the Body of Christ to contemplate on and/re recollect at this ‘Prophetic Time’ perhaps.
One will try to tie-in many of the events that were presented, that is mainly the
Revelation 12 Sign, the Tetrad Blood Moons, the Great American Eclipse and the Name
of YHVH on the Eastern Wall of the Old City of Jerusalem. This last ‘Motif’ or Name
Sign perhaps will be inferred with the notion of the 4th Letter and connotation of the
Door, and that of the Door of Escape as in the Rapture Event. He recapped a lot that
had occurred since the Blood Moon Tetrad of 2014-15, the Revelation 12 Sign in 2017,
and the Great American Eclipse of 2017, etc. He tied them all into Prophecy as being
‘Signs and Wonders’. And there is yet another ‘Great’ American Eclipse due in 2024.
This is the one that will place an ‘X’ in the Heart of the USA. It occurs in the area that is
called the Star of Egypt or ‘Little Egypt’ in Illinois. As the topics are developed, several
links to online Charts will be provided for a visualization of the ‘Signs’. The Prophetic
Review started off with the Tetrad or known as a series of 4 Blood Moons in a row. But
what sets these apart is that they were occurring on the Jewish Feasts of Passover and
Sukkot. Why Review their significance once again now? For sure, in hindsight, one can
agree that the Tetrad Blood Moons were Prophetic as Signs go. There was a big deal
made about them as was the Revelation Sign and the Great American Eclipse.
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Tetrad Blood Moons
One would say that they were the ‘Sign Posts’ given to the Body of Christ in particular
and the World at large to be put on notice that the Church Age is about to end. And this
pegged to the Sabbatical Cycles as the Blood Moon Tetrad of 2014-2015 concluded at
the end of one. It thus set the start of the last one to then conclude the 70th one. How
so? 2015 + 7 = 2022. This to say that the Tetrad Blood Moon of 2014-2015 may very
well be the 7-year countdown to the start of Daniel’s 70th Week of Years, to start in the
Fall of 2022. And this then signifying that the Resurrection-Rapture event has to then
occur prior, assuming one believes in a pre-Tribulation Period scenario.
LUNAR TETRAD PATTERN
https://onedrive.live.com/?cid=F18D5BF95B5644F2&id=F18D5BF95B5644F2%215797
&parId=F18D5BF95B5644F2%217244&o=OneUp
What one understood about the Tetrads is that only 8 had occurred since Jesus. All
occurred when certain negative omens pertaining to Israel happened. Since 70 AD,
there has been a ‘restoration’ of Israel that have been pegged to the subsequent
Tetrads, especially the ones since Israel became a Nation in 1948, but really since
1947. It happens, that if one does the math, there were 1948 years since 70 AD when
the 2nd Temple was destroyed. And in Israel’s 70th Year Anniversary, 2018, the Altar of
Sacrifice was rededicated, the very one that will be used for the 3rd Temple.
And more astonishing, the Altar was rededicated as it was after the 70th Year when the
Babylonian Captivity ended and the majority of the Jews returned to Jerusalem to
rededicate the Altar. Then, the time-span from the 1949-50 Tetrad to the one in 1967-68
was 19 years. Then the Tetrad from 1967-68 to the one in 2014-15 was 47 years,
almost 48 years or another 19-48 Cypher. Then the last Blood Moon of the Tetrad of
2014-15 was a Super Moon and what one believes was the ‘kick-off’ to the 7-Year
Sabbatical Cycle that could lead to the 70th Week of Years starting in the Fall 0f 2022.
BLOOD MOON TETRADS
https://onedrive.live.com/?cid=F18D5BF95B5644F2&id=F18D5BF95B5644F2%215479&parId=
F18D5BF95B5644F2%217244&o=OneUp

As one has conveyed already, presently there is a ‘Tetrad’ of Blood Moons currently in
play, from May 2021 to November 2022. But the 2nd one, the one in November 19,
2021 is not a Total Blood Moon but only Partial. Could this be a signaling of the timing
of the Rapture in how this Moon is like to be the ‘Hidden One’ or the obscured one and
even as the ‘Name of YHVH’ that appeared on the Wall in Jerusalem?
BLOOD MOONS OF VIRGO
https://onedrive.live.com/?cid=F18D5BF95B5644F2&id=F18D5BF95B5644F2%217274&parId=
F18D5BF95B5644F2%217244&o=OneUp

There was also to a couple of observations that tied the Tetrad Blood Moons to the
Revelation 12 Sign. Consider that from the 1st Blood Moon of the Tetrad to the
September date of the Great Sign was exactly 1260 days. It is not a coincidence.
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Astronomical Signs
Then from the Great American Eclipse in August of 2017 to the Revelation 12 Sign was
33 days. There were those 7 Salem’s that the Path of Totality traveled through. But this
was an Omen of a coming Great Dividing, of not bestowing ‘Peace’ but taking Peace
from the Land. And in turn, as the USA is the Head of the Nations, the Spirit of Division
and Fear was cast upon the entire World as well. Have this not come to pass? Why?
THE GREAT AMERICAN ECLIPSES
https://nebula.wsimg.com/d522b9abacff0cdef0cb036c89378d80?AccessKeyId=D40106E1331C
24ABD7C3&disposition=0&alloworigin=1

It is a judgment, a national one as it was for the likes of Nineveh, for example. And the
2024 Eclipse to ‘X’ out the USA will do her in. The coming Economic Collapse due to
the Lockdowns and the anticipated Reset of the Klaus Schwab type is imminent. The
Phoenix that is the USA to the Luciferians is as a Motif to them. The Fall of the USA has
been masterminded to collapse and implode from within, just like they did with Rome.
BLOOD MOONS OF THE CRUCIBLE
https://onedrive.live.com/?cid=F18D5BF95B5644F2&id=F18D5BF95B5644F2%2114298&parId
=F18D5BF95B5644F2%217244&o=OneUp

For the USA in particular but the World in general, what Abortion, ‘Sex, Drugs and
Rock-N-Roll’ could not do to demoralize and dehumanize Humanity, the COVID-19
plandemic has. It is through the Medical Tyranny of forcing People through the Private
Sector to get the Shots will be how the Culling of Humanity will occur. Why? In part, the
Luciferians require Blood and a Sacrifice. As their Spell or ‘Pharmakeía’ has been
broadcast by them is worldwide, so is there need for the matching amount of Blood and
Ritualistic Murder to sustain it. Those that survive the COVID Injections will be
‘reconstituted’ to take on the ‘Image and Likeness’ no longer of YHVH, but of the
coming AntiChrist Name and Number. Realize that for Believers it is no different really.
It is as in the Days of Noah. And this is why the Name of YHVH is key. How so?
Consider that the ‘Image and Likeness’ is even encoded in very DNA Helix that one
possesses in every cell in the Human Body. One would like to interject for perspective in
how this time around, what has been used is the COVID conspiracy and plan to un-link
the DNA of Humanity as it was in the Days of Noah. Realize that one’s DNA has this
Name, Y-H-V-H code embedded in the very sequence of one’s DNA Helix. The Acids
that create those ‘bridges’ that attach the double strand of DNA has the order: ATCG.
DNA Code: YHVH’s Signature
https://nebula.wsimg.com/da1e08f706b8c1f65a8b2ac99af7ecbe?AccessKeyId=D40106E1331C
24ABD7C3&disposition=0&alloworigin=1

And these ATCG Acids are spaced in a 10-5-6-5-10 sequence. But when converting the
numbers to the Hebraic Alef-Bet, it is Y-H-V-H-Y. Or in other words, the Name of GOD.
And realize that this letter and word sequence is the same backwards and forwards.
This is the invisible ‘Signature of the Creator’ that has appeared on the Wall as well.
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Name of YHVH - at the Door
YHVH is the Beginning and the End. The End is as the Beginning, etc. This is just like
who YHVH has said He is; the I Am. And this is why the book of Revelation, the ‘End’ is
as the Beginning, Genesis. However, why many believe the Jews stopped pronouncing
the Name of GOD, YHVH or even writing it down is not that they ‘forgot’. The same
Synagogue of Satan has deliberately obfuscated the term so as to not have its meaning
and connotation revealed. Why? It points to Jesus, Yeshua. The Tetragrammaton
YHVH has been decoded to mean, ‘Behold the Hand, Behold the Nail’.
Creation Code of Genesis
https://nebula.wsimg.com/0997f9d5bf0cbc8133155b6b93c47964?AccessKeyId=D40106E1331
C24ABD7C3&disposition=0&alloworigin=1

And the Alef and the Tav, the ‘A’ and the ‘Z’ in English or Alpha and Omega in Greek
that the Church is familiar with can thus be pictorially connoted as ‘Adonai on the
Cross’. Pictographically, this suggests a ‘Motif’ of ‘GOD’ dying on a Cross. Or rather the
Son of GOD, and more specifically the Man, Christ Jesus as GOD cannot die, etc. As to
the Name that ‘appeared’ on the Eastern Wall, that is very interesting. What People do
not take into account is where it occurred. As with the saying in Real Estate, it is all
about ‘Location, Location, Location’. And this is the same principle when it come to the
Signs in the Heavens and on Earth below. Where did the ‘Sign occur?
Vines Growing on Retaining Wall of Temple Mount Spell-Out GOD’S Name (Yehovah)
https://www.israel365news.com/194828/plantation-growing-on-retaining-wall-of-temple-mountspells-out-gods-name-yehovah/

This will be huge as one then needs to step back and see the greater ‘’Picture’ of what
and where such a Sign is being transmitted at. As to Jerusalem and its ‘Doors’ or Walls,
there have been Foxes that have appeared, a Snake and all seen by the Religious Jews
as Omens. What caught one’s attention about the appearing of the partial Name of the
GOD of the Bible, the Tetragrammaton (YHVH), has 4 letters. In Hebrew, Words and
Letters are read from right to left. But the 4th Letter is ‘missing’ or not seen. And has it
not been the latest how the ‘Delta’ Variant has been loosed or opened, etc.
In considering the partial Name of GOD or YHVH, it was alluded that to the Jews, are
needing to ‘believe’ that the 4th Letter will appear shortly, as it is currently ‘hidden’ and
not seen. The point? What is overlooked is just what is next to it. It is next to the most
important Door in all of Planet Earth. What is the most amazing aspect of this Sign on
Earth below is where this ‘Name’ has appeared. Where? Next to the Golden Gate Door.
God's NAME Appears on the Temple Mount!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qbZeXZUIhqg

The Name is next to the Door to the House of YHVH. This has huge Prophetic
Implications. How so? One would like to disclose and infer as follows regarding the
soon ‘Open Door’ of a Prophetic Kind. This Door pertains to the Resurrection of the
Dead and the Rapture event in this Last Generation.
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He is the Image of the Invisible GOD
This is of course a legitimate inference to Jesus as He is the ‘Hidden One’ in the Word
that is revealed mysteriously yet is the Word…a mystery for sure. In the Creation Code,
He is the 4th Letter that is present but not pronounced in the 1st 7 letters of Genesis
1:1. But more importantly for the Followers of Jesus, the Bride of Christ and for those
looking for the Rapture event is that the 4th Letter to complete the ‘Name of GOD’ is the
Dalet in terms of word order. And the 4th Letter in Hebrew corresponds to the Door. Will
it be the Rapture Door? Why? Those who know of the Rapture event realize its
correlation of being ‘hidden’ and not ‘seen’ when it will occur.
REVELATION ALEF BET

https://nebula.wsimg.com/7a23513cf6a5faeece4d131d17bc18e0?AccessKeyId=D40106E1331
C24ABD7C3&disposition=0&alloworigin=1

And if one even takes the liberty, how often in Hollywood Sci-Fi movies, is a Door or
Portal associated with being ‘Invisible’ and only activated at certain places and times,
etc. The point? As Jesus is the Image of the Invisible GOD, so too is He then
personified as the ‘Door’ of the Sheep. This to say that presently, yes, the Golden Gate
might be sealed-up and ‘invisible’ to enter into the House of YHVH, at least Physically.
One does this Spiritually as Jesus is that Door. He, as the ‘Door’ may be ‘invisible’,
presently as that 4th Letter not ‘seen’ on the apparition next to the Golden Gate Door.
But, one day, at the Rapture event, the Graves of the Dead in Christ will open and those
bodies will be released.
And those that are ‘Alive and Remain’. will be ‘Snatched-Up’ through the Rapture Door,
Jesus to then be rendezvoused in the Air, the Clouds. Then be ushered through the real
and true Double-Arched Golden Gate Doors of Heaven, of the true Paradise and House
of YHVH. But why have the Sacred Name of GOD appear when the Jews cannot even
say it? Even the Rabbi Kaduri instructed to wait a year after his death for his Cypher to
be revealed. He said he knew and was given the ‘Name’ of GOD of the Jews. And that
name was? Yeshua. There are also a powerful verses in the Old Testament that show
in the text of their Scripture the Name of their Messiah, Yeshua. See Psalm 27:1 in
Hebrew Interlinear Bible, for example. The word ‘Salvation’ is actually ‘Yeshua’. And of
course, it is known that Yeshua means ‘Salvation’.
Coming of the Pierced One
https://nebula.wsimg.com/f71faf657d5ceb32865d45fc8b58db35?AccessKeyId=D40106E1331C
24ABD7C3&disposition=0&alloworigin=1

Now the Synagogue of Satan cleverly says that the Name of Jesus was and is ‘Y-E-ShU’. It is actually an acronym for, ‘May His Name be Cursed and Forever Blotted out’.
The Forces of Evil distain the Name of Y-eh-shu-a. It is the same principle why they got
mad at Pontus Pilate because by Divine Providence, the Notice of the ‘Criminal Office’
that was to be placed next the Crucified was I-N-R-I in Latin, Greek and Hebrew. In the
case of Jesus, His ‘crime’ was being, ‘Jesus Nazarite King of the Jews’. Well, to the
Kabbalists Wizards, they knew that the 1st Letters of each of the 4 Hebrew Words was
a derivation of Y-H-V-H. One suggested reconstruction is  ישוע הנצרי מלך היהודים
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Door of Escape
In conclusion, there are some key take-aways or point of this ‘Recap’ or Prophetic
Review over the past decade. Considering the most prominent Prophetic Signs in
recent history or recent years. Many believe they are signaling the soon ResurrectionRapture event. It is as a similar ‘invisible’, and hidden event, depending on Faith and
Believing it will occur as promised by Jesus. Jesus will appear, as the 4th Letter, the
Door, promised to the Philadelphian type of Followers and Believers in Jesus.
And the most interesting and perhaps Prophetic Insight is that the Sign of the Name
occurred next to the Golden Gate. Can it get more obvious than this? For the longbattered and persecuted Body of Christ, the sealed-up Double Doors of the Earthly
Gate will not impede the coming of Jesus when He calls for His Bride to come out of the
Earth. The one in Heaven will be opened up for the Bride of Christ. This Gate of Heaven
is where the entrance to Paradise on Earth is mirrored from. And it is the Gate through
which the Bride will be ushered into Heaven by her Groom, Jesus.
Poster of Jesus at Wailing Wall
https://nebula.wsimg.com/bd249989a627e92b9f4886a3439f3200?AccessKeyId=D40106E1331
C24ABD7C3&disposition=0&alloworigin=1

The Earthly Double Doors to the House of the Father are presently closed and sealedup by the World and its Evil Rulers. They seek to impede Jesus’ appearing and the
‘Escape’ of His Bride. But Jesus’ Promise and Prophecy will open the Door for those
waiting and looking in anticipation as the Parable of the 10 Virgins. Jesus will
supernaturally open it for the Bride at the point of the Resurrection and the Rapture
event. The ‘invisible’ will become visible. Faith will become Sight.
Perhaps this Sign on the Wall next to the Golden Gate is such a reminder. Which by the
way, is a Resurrection event first. And how befitting that the Sign of the Letters occurred
in the side of the wall that the Muslims have place their Dead and cemetery so as to
defile the Messiah and His People from rising and going into the House of YHVH. The
‘Religion of Peace and Tolerance’ strikes again.
Menorah Code of Jesus
https://nebula.wsimg.com/7526ac844b7c6fe9a2ef376c9e3b3e5f?AccessKeyId=D40106
E1331C24ABD7C3&disposition=0&alloworigin=1
One came across a study and graphics of the coming Tribulation Period. A piece of
artwork came to mind as it had been used before in some of one’s publications. The
artwork was about the theme of the 10 Virgins, and how some were waiting at night with
lamps. Where? The 2 Women where in front of the sealed-up Golden Gate.
Presently, this World, Sin, Satan and Psychopaths are attempting to prevent the
Followers of Jesus from entering the House of YHVH. They have unleashed their
COVID Conspiracy in an attempt to entirely Cull all of Humanity. Such are anticipating
the Great Departure and for the transition to their new COVID World Order based on a
different Name and Number sealed in the very DNA of a reprogrammed Humanity.
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But this has been a ‘Recap’ from all the prior amazing Signs in the Heavens above and
in the Earth below. Are they all pointing to the Door? The Rapture? Is Jesus perhaps
about to open the real Golden Gate Doors, the one in Heaven for such that have been
waiting and waiting since Acts 2. And in fact, amazingly, the Apostle Paul teaches that a
Crown will be given to those that are faithfully waiting and waiting – where? At the Door
framed by those who ‘Love His Appearing’.
_____________________
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